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Abstract
The aim of this study is to examine the effect of history teachers’ visual usage level on high school students’
visual reading skills. This qualitative research, consisting of two stages, was carried out using a holistic
multi-case study design. In the first stage, 19 history teachers were observed in the classroom and their visual
usage status in history lessons was determined (Aslan, 2015). Among these 19 teachers, a total of 4 teachers, 2
experts, and 2 novices, were determined according to their visual usage levels, and the second stage of the
research was conducted with their students. The study group consisted of 92 high school students who agreed to
participate in the study on a voluntary basis among the students of the teachers identified in 4 high schools.
The data required for the research was gathered via “Visual Reading Level Form” which developed by the
researchers. Visual Reading Level Form aims to determine the visual reading skill levels of the participants in
related sub-skills such as; estimating time and space, identifying persons, events and symbols, recognizing
propaganda, understanding the message, and the historical importance of visual. According to research findings,
in almost all sub-skills determined in this study, the students of the expert teachers were more successful than the
students of the novice teachers. This shows that teachers’ higher levels of visual use precipitate an increase in
their students’ visual reading skills.
Keywords: visual reading skills, teachers’ visual use, history teaching, high school students
1. Introduction
Historians have defined the sources of history as: “artifacts of the recent and distant past that have been passed
down to the present” (Baymur, 1945, p. 37); “all the documents and remnants arising from the social lives of
human”, and “all the information, documents,, and remnants coming from the event itself” (Köstüklü, 2001, p.
14). Based on these definitions, we can define the sources of history, as all kinds of documents and objects that
provide information about the past and carry the traces of the past to the present day (Acun, 2011).
However, it is not correct to describe every material that gives information about the past as a source. Because,
in order to qualify a material as a source, it must either be written or created in the period in which the
information it contains, or it must have been created by using sources close to those periods (Kütükoğlu, 1998).
In this respect, the sources of history are classified as first-hand sources and second-hand sources according to
the period in which they are created, and whether they transfer information directly or indirectly.
The sources of history (primary or secondary) are not only materials used by historians for the construction of
historical knowledge, but also materials used by teachers for the transmission of this knowledge. Therefore,
these sources contribute to both the formation of historical knowledge and the teaching of this knowledge. Using
these resources in the classroom enables students to acquire the skills of seeing facts, making inferences,
formulating ideas while learning history (Craver-Kathleen, 1999, p. 8). Document-based teaching is a method
that saves the student from passivity and history classroom from monotony because it requires working and
producing like a historian. This intriguing method allows students to listen to the lesson more carefully, keeps the
discussion environment alive in the classroom and contributes to the development of critical thinking skills
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(Malkmus, 2008, p. 1). At the same time, reading and comparing different types of primary sources provides
students with multiple perspectives, helping them to discover the ways in which people document their stories
throughout history (Bell-Russel, 2011, p. 2).
Visual sources, such as paintings, photographs, miniatures, posters, cartoons, drawings, engravings, maps,
graphics etc. are crucial in writing and teaching of history since they contain richer and multidimensional
historical information than written texts. Visual sources also create multiple perception effects in receptors,
which evoke a sense of clarity and accuracy (Spencer, 2011). The permanence of the learned knowledge
increases in the classroom if more sensory organs of the recipients (students) are addressed (Başboğaoğlu, 2012,
p. 69; Kaya, 2006).
Another benefit of using visual resources in history classes is to help students develop “visual-literacy skills that
are becoming increasingly important in today’s world. Debes (1968), one of the first to describe this concept,
which emerged in the 1960s (Alpan, 2008), describes visual literacy as a range of visual competencies developed
through eyesight (Sanalan, Sülün, & Çoban, 2007, p. 34). Bleed (2005, p. 5) defined visual literacy as the ability
of understanding visual messages, comparing them with the information obtained from other sources, developing
an interpretation based on this, and finally producing new visual messages. As a result of the scientific and
technological developments, and the rapid introduction of visual and audio communication tools into our lives
has drawn us into an intensely visual world. People in this visual world must develop visual literacy
competencies to interpret and analyze visual messages in order to grasp the correct meanings of them (Zeren &
Arslan, 2009). This new situation creates a new task for teachers which are to teach reading visual information as
well as written information (Aslan, 2013). Visual literacy education improves students’ thinking,
decision-making, learning and communication skills (NCREL & Metiri Group, 2003, p. 24) by providing the
opportunity for students to use their comprehensive skills and creative abilities on almost all observable objects
(Kaptan & Aslan, 2012).
In this respect, the use of visual resources in history teaching and especially incorporating visual analysis
activities will help students develop historiography, research, visual literacy, thinking and communication skills
as well as increase their interest in history and history lessons and history by breaking the monotony.
Unfortunately, previous studies show that history teachers’ have low levels of effective use of visual materials in
history classrooms (Aslan & Turan, 2016). In theory, as teachers’ use of visual resources increases quantitatively
and qualitatively, it will lead to a positive change in students’ visual reading levels. The aim of this study is to
determine whether the visual usage levels of teachers have an effect on the high school students’ (9th and 10th
grade) visual reading levels.
2. Method
2.1 Research Model
This research, which was organized as an expert-novice comparison, was conducted with a qualitative approach
and an integrated multi-case case design. The multi-case case design is the study in which “an instrumental case
study is extended to include a large number of events to learn more about the phenomenon, the universe, or the
general situation” (Punch, 2014, p. 144). According to Merriam (2013, p. 194), multi-case studies “require data
collection and analysis in many cases”. According to Yıldırım and Şimşek (2013, p. 327), in multiple case design
“there is more than one situation that can be perceived as holistic by itself. Each situation is handled in its
entirety and then compared to each other”. According to Christensen, Johnson, and Turner (2015, p. 418), the
collective case study is “the study of multiple cases for comparison purposes”.
In this study, by comparing the students of the novice and expert teachers (in terms their visual use level) with
the help of holistic multi-case case design, it is tried to determine whether there is a relationship between the
visual use level of the teachers and the visual reading skills of the students.
2.2 Study Group
The study group was selected among high school students of history teachers whose visual usage levels were
determined in a previous study which was aiming to reveal the level of visual use of teachers through classroom
observation (Aslan & Turan, 2016). Among the 19 high school history teachers observed in the Erzurum district
of Turkey, two experts and two novice teachers were determined according to their level of visual usage. The
clear difference between expert and novice teachers in terms of visual selection and use skills can be seen in the
following tables.
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Table 1. Exxpert and noviice teachers’ viisual selectionn skills for classsroom use
Observation S
Status
C
Criteria

Exxperts (n=2)
Y
Yes

Noovices (n=2)

No

Yees

No

S
Sharing the sourcee of images

XX

A
Asking questions to students about the images

XX

A
Allowing studentss to express their vviews on the imagges

XX

E
Enabling students to discuss imagess

XX

B
Being tolerant of different
d
ideas durring visuals analyssis activities

XX

E
Explaining the meessage of the imagges

XX

E
Explaining the sym
mbols in images

X

XX

U
Using multiple im
mages that represennts a different poinnt of views on thee same topic

X

XX

U
Using images to reeveal different vieews about past eveents

X

XX

N
Not using images as background

XX

Table 2. E
Expert and noviice teachers’ vvisual use skills in classroom
m
Obsservation Status
Criteria

Experts (nn=2)
Yes

No

Choosing proper
p
and right im
mages for the subjject

Novices (nn=2)
Yes

No
XX

Selecting multiple
m
images onn the subject

X

Selecting images in various formats

XX
XX

a
im
mages for the studeent
Selecting age-appropriate
Paying atteention to color, quuality and resolutioon level of the imaages

X

XX

grade
Since there are no comppulsory historyy courses in 11th and 12th graades in Turkishh high schoolss, 9th and 10th-g
a novice teaachers were innvited to particcipate in the sstudy. A total of 92 9th and
d 10th
students oof the expert and
graders in four differentt high schoolss accepted to pparticipate in tthe research oon a voluntary basis. Then, these
students w
were divided innto two groupss for comparisson: Group-1 ((n = 47) repressented the studdents of the no
ovice
teachers, aand group-2 (nn = 45) represennted the studennts of the expeert teachers.
2.3 Data C
Collection Tooll and Process
In order too determine higgh school studdents’ visual annalysis skills a “visual readinng level form”” was develope
ed by
the researcchers. Analyziing students’ vvisual reading skills throughh a single visuual format willl not yield relliable
results. Onn the other hannd, a scale covvering all typess of visual form
mats would noot be applicablle to the studen
nts in
this age grroup. Therefore, the visual types to be inncluded in thee data collectioon tool were llimited and a form
containingg only three diffferent formatss was developeed.
Visuals used in this form
m were selectedd not only in teerms of genre but also in term
ms of the preliiminary knowlledge
and skills rrequired for viisual analysis. The form consists of three ttasks. The firstt task requires students to ana
alyze
and compare two photoographs whichh require less factual and syymbolic know
wledge, and viisual reading skills
compared visuals in the next two partss. In this part, ttwo photograpphs of Galata B
Bridge taken frrom the same angle
a
in the 1920s and 2000s were
w
used andd the students w
were asked to make comparrisons betweenn them. The se
econd
task requirres students too analyze a 16th-century O
Ottoman miniaature depictingg the seizure oof Istolni-Belg
grade
castle, draawn by frescoeer (Nakkash) Osman and hiis team in 15888. Finally, thhe third task reequires studen
nts to
analyze a W
World War I poster
p
producedd in the USA bby the American governmennt. For the studdents to undersstand,
the originaal English exprressions on thee poster have bbeen translatedd into Turkish.
The Visuaal Reading Leevel Form connsists of 28 oppen-ended queestions aimed to measure nnine visual rea
ading
sub-skills by using four different visuual materials inn three sectionns. The suitabiility and reliabbility of the visuals
selected byy the researchhers and the quuestions used in the form w
were controlledd by four acaddemicians and
d two
high schoool teachers. The
T pilot studyy was carried out by applyiing the form to 23 high scchool students then
“Visual Reeading Level Form”
F
was finnalized by makking necessaryy corrections inn line with thee feedback rece
eived
from the sstudents. The data required for the study was collectedd by applying visual readingg level form in
n the
classroom environment after
a
obtainingg the necessaryy legal permisssions from school administraations and pare
ents.
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2.4 Data A
Analysis
The writteen answers givven by the higgh school studeents to the 28 open-ended qquestions in thhe 3 sections of
o the
Visual Reaading Level Form
F
were anaalyzed by the content analyysis method. T
Through thesee analysis stud
dents’
visual readding skill leveels in 9 areas: “estimating tiime and place, showing eviddence, identifyying people, event,
message, and symbols,, recognizing propaganda, and the histtorical value of the visuaal resources” were
determinedd. The data obbtained from thhe content anallysis were sum
mmarized as freequency tabless and a comparison
was made between the sttudents of the novice and expert teachers ((Group-1 and G
Group-2).
3. Results
evant
In this section, the findinngs will be preesented compaaratively betweeen the group--1 and group-22 under the rele
sub-skill.
3.1 Analyzzing and Compparing Photos
In this taskk, students weere given two photographs ffrom the 1920ss and 2000s (ssee Figure 1 aand Figure 2) taken
t
from the ssame angle, loooking towardss Galata towerr in the Goldeen Horn regionn of Istanbul. The students were
asked to annalyze these phhotographs acccording to the 5 open-ended questions locaated in this secction.

Figure 1. Photographh showing the G
Golden Horn rregion of Istanbbul in the 19200s
(http:///www.ekopanggea.com/wp-content/uploadss/2015/05/galaatakoprusu.jpgg)
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Figure 2. Photographh showing the G
Golden Horn rregion of Istanbbul in the 20000s
(http://www
w.gursanteknikk.com//resimleer/sayfalar/albuum_resim/3788072bc8070377.png)
3.1.1 Identtifying People
Students iin both groupss did not havee much difficuulty in identiffying the peopple and objectts in these images.
Although students in group-1
g
(novicce teachers’ sttudents) identiified more eleements, the sttudents in gro
oup-2
(expert teaachers’ studentts) were able tto give more ddetailed explannations. For exxample, to ideentify people in the
first imagee students from group-1 ussed the term ““Ottoman peopple” while thee students in ggroup-2 used more
detailed deescriptions succh as “people dressed in Otttoman style” oor “people dreessed in Westeern-style as we
ell as
classical sttyle”. Also, thhe definition of “persons wearing fez”, whhich is a good indicator of cconcept knowle
edge,
was used bby only 3 studeents in group-11, whereas thiss concept was used by 23 stuudents in groupp-2.
3.1.2 Estim
mating Time
Most of thhe students in both groups ppredicted the ddate of the firsst image incorrrectly, on the other hand, due to
much fam
miliar objects and
a vehicles that appear inn it, students from both grroups did not have difficulty in
predicting the date of thhe second image. Students inn both groupss have provideed accurate andd logical evidence,
such as arcchitectural struuctures, meanss of transportattion, clothing, etc. to supportt their date preediction. Two of
o the
students inn Group-2 by referring
r
the tuulip motifs on the bridge, theey were able to establish a cconnection betw
ween
the 2010 E
European Capital of Culture event and preddict the date off the photograpph quite accuraately.
3.1.3 Estim
mating Place
Students inn both groups predicted the pplace in these images as “Isttanbul” to a grreat extent. Few
w of the studen
nts in
Group-2 uused more specific predictioons such as Gaalata Bridge aand Golden Hoorn rather thann Istanbul. 30% of
students inn group-1 propposed accurate evidence to suupport their prredictions suchh as Galata Tow
wer, Galata Brridge,
and Goldeen Horn, while this rate increeases to 70% inn group-2.
3.1.4 Recoognizing the Historical
H
Valuee of the Photoggraphs
The studeents in group-1 stated thatt the photogrraphs could pprovide historrical informatiion in five areas;
a
Technologgy level (6), Liifestyle (6), Arrchitectural styyle (4), Transpportation (4), aand Clothing ((4). The studen
nts in
the group--2 also identiffied five areass but their ordder changed, and the numbber of studentts supporting these
judgmentss has increased; Means of transportationn (17), Clothinng, (12), Techhnology level (9), Lifestyle
e (8),
Architectuural style (4).
3.2 Posterr Analyzing
In this taskk, students werre given a postter from WWII (see Figure 3)) period prepaared by the Am
merican government
in order too obtain economic support frrom society. T
The English exppressions in thhe original posster were transslated
into Turkish. The studennts were askedd to analyze thhe poster accorrding to the 7 open-ended qquestions located in
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this sectionn.

Figure 3. Haltt the Huns poster by Americaan Governmennt (1917)
(http://ww
ww.allposters.ccom/-sp/Halt-thhe-Hun-Buy-U
US-Governmennt-BondsThirdd-Liberty-Loann-War-Propaga
andaArrt-Print-Poster--Posters_i88411935_.htm)
3.2.1 Identtifying People
Table 3. Peeople in the pooster accordingg to students

Group-1
Group-2

T
Total

Solddier

German

Hun

Turk

Other

11

0

10

8

15

11

33

American

German

Hun

Turk

Other

Correct

Wrong

223

3

5

14

10

26

29

Correct

Wrong

n the
As can bee seen in Tablee 3, students iin Group-2 are more successsful in prediccting the people portrayed in
poster thann students in Group-1.
G
The students in Grooup-2 used the term Americaan soldier (n=223) in the first place
p
while the students in Grroup-1 failed tto identify the American solldier in the poster and used the term “sold
dier”,
ble to
which is aan incomplete characterizatiion. Although it is a low nuumber, three sstudents in grooup-2 were ab
identify thhe German solddier, while no one in group-11 could identiffy the German soldier in the poster. In this task,
group-1 sttudents gave 26
2 correct and 29 wrong ansswers while grroup-2 studentts gave 11 corrrect and 33 wrong
w
answers.
mbols, and textt can be used to identify thee people. 19 sstudents in gro
oup-1
On this pooster weapons, clothes, sym
used thesee indicators as proof for theiir estimations while 16 usedd not-appropriaate evidence aand 10 specifie
ed no
evidence aat all. On the other
o
hand, 233 students in ggroup-2 used indicators abovve as proof for their estimattions,
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only 2 used not-appropriate evidence, and 12 specified no evidence at all.
3.2.2 Estimating Time
27% of the students in group-1 and 48% of the students in Group-2 estimated the date of the poster correct and
stated that the poster was from World War I period. 46% of the students in group-1 and 64% of the students in
group-2 provided accurate and logical evidence such as weapons, clothes, overall quality of the image, and the
text.
3.2.3 Identifying Symbols
Only 2 students in group-1 and 12 students in group-2 answered correctly about the intended use of the symbols
on the poster such as the cross, blood, flame, pose, etc. Most of the wrong answers of the students stem from the
fact that they misidentified people on the poster as Hun, Ottoman or Turk based on the text stating “Halt the
Huns”.
3.2.4 Identifying Message and Recognizing Propaganda
Only 12 students in group-1 stated that the poster was made by Americans, but only one of them realized that the
purpose of the poster was “selling American war bonds”. On the other hand, 40 students in Group-1 stated that
the poster was made by the Americans and 23 of them realized that the purpose of the poster was “selling
American war bonds” or “providing economic support to the army”.
Only two students in group-1 described the message of this poster as to providing public support for the war, on
the other hand, 19 students in group-2 perceived the message correctly. Among them 12 students described the
message as “providing economic support to the country”, 3 students described the message as “informing the
people about the war and asking for economic support”, 3 students described the message as “the people’s life
would be in danger if the country did not receive financial support”, and one student described it as “America
should be supported in war”.
3.2.5 Recognizing the Historical Value of Posters
9 students in group-1 stated that the poster could provide information about weapons of the time period and it
allows us to understand that these years are war periods. 33 students in group-2 stated that the poster could
provide information about “war period, clothing, weapons, economic situation and the actors of the war”.
3.2.6 Realizing What Additional Information is Needed to Analyze the Image Accurately
In this section, another question was used to reveal whether these students were able to realize what additional
information they needed to analyze the poster more accurately.
Table 4. Identifying the additional information needed to analyze the poster accurately
Date

Nationality

Producer

Purpose

Grup-1

8

3

2

Grup-2

14

2

1

Total
Correct

Wrong

3

16

21

2

19

26

According to students’ statements, additional information was needed on the nationalities of the soldiers, date,
producer and the purpose of the poster. The answers of the students in both groups and the number of correct and
incorrect answers are quite similar.
3.3 Miniature Analyzing
In this task, high school students are given a 16th-century Ottoman miniature depicting the seizure of
Istolni-Belgrade Castle drawn by frescoer (Nakkash) Osman and his team. The students were asked to analyze
the poster according to the 6 open-ended questions located in this section. Since it would be very difficult for
high school students to find out the date, the artist and the place depicted in the miniature, unlike other tasks, this
information was given under the image as follow: “Miniature depicting Istoni-Belgrade Castle dated 1588 by
frescoer (Nakkash) Osman and his team”. As the students were asked to estimate the event, the term “seizure”
was not included in the information note.
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Figure 4. Thhe 16th-centuryy Ottoman minniature (Mahirr, 2012)
3.3.1 Identtifying People
Group-1 sttudents used 26
2 different ideentifications inn this question. However, moost of them are misidentificattions.
The most common identtification usedd by these studdents is the solldier which foollowed by “peeople”, “janissary”,
“caller of daily prayer” and “statesmeen”. Some stuudents also inccluded architecctural structurres such as “house,
palace, moosque, churchh, madrasah, eetc. in their annswers. Howeever, in this quuestion, they were not aske
ed to
describe thhe place.
Group-2 sttudents used fewer
fe
identificaations (11), buut only 2 of theem were misiddentified. Thesee students inclluded
statementss such as “bannner-bearers”, “guards”, “caller of daily pprayer”, “people carrying loaads”, “janissarries”,
“statesmenn”, and a very general identiffication “thosee living in the B
Belgrade castle”.
3.3.2 Identtifying the Eveent
Although the informatiion note givenn under the pposter, it seem
ms all studennts in Group-1 disregarded
d this
explanatioon and misidenntified the evennt described inn miniature. Onnly two studennts gave somew
what close ansswers
in the form
m of “loot gatthering” and ““how the siegee of a castle w
was made duriing the Ottomaan period”. On
n the
other handd, the majority of the studentts in group-2 (n=32) described the event as the “seizure of Istolni-Belg
grade
castle”.
3.3.3 Identtifying the Meessage
Students iin group-1 gavve more answ
wers to this quuestion than thhe students inn Group-2, buut group-2 stud
dents
managed tto give more correct answeers. Only 7 sttudents in grooup-1 have givven acceptablle answers suc
ch as
“Ottoman is a tolerant state”,
s
“how tto guard a casstle”, “how thee siege of a ccastle was madde during Otto
oman
period”, annd by looking at the load-beaaring soldier “how booty gatthering was maade”.
The messaage that “Ottom
mans were a toolerant state” aalso the most ccommon answeer for students in group-2 (n=
=21).
They suppported this arggument with thheir statements that “freedom of worship was guaranteeed” and “relig
gious
places in seized areas were
w
intact”. O
Other acceptabble correct annswers of grouup-2 students are; “the seizu
ure a
fortress annd turning it into a Turkish (O
Ottoman) fortrress”, “things tthat were donee after the seizuure of a place”
”, and
by referrinng the caller orr daily prayer ““that place now
w officially bellongs to a Musslim state”.
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3.3.4 Identifying Symbols
The students in both groups were able to answer this question highly accurately. In general, the students of both
groups stated that the objects like flags, banners, cross, tents, architectural structures, and clothes have symbolic
meaning such as architectural structures, tents and clothing were close to each other. But only two students both
from group-2 have managed to identify the most important symbol in this miniature; “calling daily prayer”.
3.3.5 Recognizing the Historical Value of Miniature
While the students in group-1 stated that miniature could provide information about “social life, Ottoman period,
clothing, architectural structures, and religious structures”, the students in group-2 were focused on “military
equipment, social life, clothing, architectural structures, religious structures, the work has to be done during and
after the seizure, and the defense strategy”.
4. Conclusion
Visual elements, which have an important place in history writing and teaching, appear in almost every aspect of
our daily life. In today’s World, which is full of visual messages it is necessary for us to have visual literacy
skills in order to grasp the correct meanings of these images, and not to be the victim of propaganda. Students’
ability to read and analyze visual materials such as posters and banners correctly is one of the important goals of
history education today (Stradling, 2003). We must enable our students to read and learn written materials as
well as to teach visual literacy, which has become an important aspect of modern educational environments.
Researchers encourage history teachers to include more visual materials in their teaching and perform visual
analysis activities (Şimşek, 2012). Because, in theory, it is predicted that teachers’ use of visual resources will
increase students’ visual reading levels. This research was conducted to test this claim. In this study, we tried to
determine whether the high school history teachers’ visual usage levels have a positive effect on their students’
visual reading/analyzing levels. Since visual literacy is a broad and abstract concept it was divided and examined
under nine sub-skills (estimating time and place, showing evidence, identifying people, event, message and
symbols, recognizing propaganda, and the historical value of the visual resources) in order to achieve a more
realistic measurement.
The results of the study showed that in almost all sub-skills tested on three different tasks by using three different
image format students in group-2 have achieved more successful results than students in group-1 students.
Group-2 students managed to provide more diverse and more accurate answers to almost all questions.
Therefore, the results of this study support the claim that teachers’ use of visual resources in history classrooms
has positive effects on students’ visual reading levels.
However, the acceptable or correct answers given by high school students in this study even for the students in
group-2 were below the desired level. This is especially clear in questions about the message and the reliability
of the images. This situation reveals that history teaching in Turkey fails to teach necessary visual literacy skills
to high school students.
The results of the research are consistent with similar studies. In his study on the use of photography in history
teaching Akbaba (2003) found that the students in the groups where photography was used with an analytical
method were more successful than the students in the groups using the traditional method. In the study
conducted by Hali (2003), it was determined that the use of photography and painting in the Turkish Revolution
History course was effective in increasing student academic achievement. In the study conducted by Sucu
(2014), it was concluded that the use of photography in history teaching in 3rd grade was effective in increasing
student achievement and attitude towards the course.
5. Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study, the following suggestions can be made to increase students’ visual reading
skill levels;
•

Today many students see history lessons very boring and full of memorization (Demircioğlu, 2005). Visuals
are not only effective teaching tools, but they are also interesting and fun, which could save traditional
history lessons from this frustration.

•

Instead of using visual materials in the classroom as a mere décor, teachers should treat images as sources
of information by giving students the time to analyze the image, using guiding questions, and letting them
express their views.

•

Many teachers, unfortunately, don’t have the necessary knowledge and skills to use visual resources as a
teaching tool in history class. In order to overcome this deficiency, in-service training seminars for teachers
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should be organized in cooperation with the Ministry of National Education and universities.
•

Finally, teacher training programs should adapt their teaching to target teacher candidates’ visual literacy
knowledge and skills. This knowledge and skills can be adapted to existing courses such as “Special
Teaching Methods” and “Instructional Technologies and Material Design”.
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